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Abstract Ionic liquids (ILs), salts with melting points

below 100 �C, represent a fascinating class of liquid mate-

rials typically characterized by an extremely low vapor

pressure. Besides their application as new solvents or as

electrolytes for electrochemical purposes, there are two

important concepts of using ILs in catalysis: Liquid–liquid

biphasic catalysis and IL thin film catalysis. Liquid–liquid

biphasic catalysis enables either a very efficient manner to

apply catalytic ILs, e.g. in Friedel–Crafts reactions, or to

apply ionic transition metal catalyst solutions. In both cases,

phase separation after reaction allows an easy separation of

reaction products and catalyst re-use. One problem of liquid–

liquid biphasic catalysis is mass transfer limitation. If the

chemical reaction is much faster than the liquid–liquid mass

transfer the latter limits the overall reaction rate. This

problem is overcome in IL thin film catalysis where diffusion

pathways and thus the characteristic time of diffusion are

short. Here, Supported Ionic Liquid Phase (SILP) and Solid

Catalyst with Ionic Liquid Layer (SCILL) are the two most

important concepts. In both, a high surface area solid sub-

strate is covered with a thin IL film, which contains either a

homogeneously dissolved transition metal complex for

SILP, or which modifies catalytically active surface sites at

the support for SCILL. In each concept, interface phenomena

play a very important role: These may concern the interface

of an IL phase with an organic phase in the case of liquid–

liquid biphasic catalysis. For IL thin film catalysis, the

interfaces of the IL with the gas phase and with catalytic

nanoparticles and/or support materials are of critical

importance. It has recently been demonstrated that these

interfaces and also the bulk of ILs can be investigated in great

detail using surface science studies, which greatly contrib-

uted to the fundamental understanding of the catalytic

properties of ILs and supported IL materials. Exemplary

results concerning the IL/vacuum or IL/gas interface, the

solubility and surface enrichment of dissolved metal com-

plexes, the IL/support interface and the in situ monitoring of

chemical reactions in ILs are presented.
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1 Introduction to Ionic Liquids

Ionic liquids (ILs) are defined as salts with a melting point

below 100 �C and are—particularly in case of aprotic

ILs—liquids characterized by very low vapor pressures.

They represent a class of liquid materials with unique

property profiles originating from a complex interplay of

Coulombic, hydrogen bonding, and van-der-Waals inter-

actions of their ions [1]. Understanding and utilizing these

complex interactions represents the heart of ionic liquid

science [2], and has resulted in a wide range of IL-based

innovative research concepts and industrial applications, as

impressively documented by a number of recent reviews
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[3–6]. Figure 1 shows a list of typical cations and anions

for the formation of ionic liquids.

The substituents R and R’ can vary independently and

may include linear alkyl chains as well as highly func-

tionalized, branched, aromatic or cyclic moieties. The

combination with the large number of anions that have

proven to result in low melting salts yields an enormous

structural variability of ionic liquids. Despite this great

variability and the resulting diversity in some physico-

chemical properties, such as e.g. solubility, miscibility,

melting point, viscosity, it is also important to state that

their ionic nature also brings along some general limita-

tions of ILs: for example, it will be difficult to design a

highly volatile, non-conductive or absolutely unpolar IL.

Table 1 shows an overview of typical ranges of physico-

chemical properties of interest. Much more detailed

information about the specific properties of ILs can be

found for example in Ref. [2].

The different characteristics allow for selecting the right

IL for a given application. While ILs with ‘‘cheap’’ anions,

such as e.g. toluenesulfonates [8], octylsulfates [9] and

hydrogensulfates [10] are used, for example, in potential

bulk applications (e.g. in synthesis, catalysis, separation

technologies, lubrication, formulation, antistatics, materials

technologies, biomass applications), ILs with ‘‘expensive’’

functionalized [11], fluorinated [12], deuterated [13] or

even chiral ions [14] are interesting for small scale appli-

cations with very high added value (e.g. in analytical

applications, sensors, electrolytes, coatings). Selecting the

most suitable cation/anion combination for a given appli-

cation has become much easier over the recent ten years,

with a much greater set of experimental data being pub-

lished [15–18] and some theoretical prediction tools being

available now, such as the Conductor-like Screening Model

for Real Solvent (COSMO-RS) approach [19, 20].

From the early times of ionic liquid science and tech-

nology on, catalysis has been identified as a very suitable

and promising application area for ILs, since it makes

specific use of some of their unique features, e.g. their

unusual and highly tuneable solubility/miscibility

Fig. 1 Typical cations and anions forming ionic liquids

Table 1 Ranges of selected ionic liquid properties (from [2, 7] and references cited therein)

Property Lower limit example Typical range of

most ionic liquids

Upper limit example

Melting point/

glass transition

[C2C1Im]aCl/AlCl3 = 1:2:-96 �C

(glass transition)

0–60 �C 100 �C by definition

Density [C6C1Pyr]b[N(CN)2]: 0.92 g/La 1.1–1.6 g/Lc [C2C1Im]Br:AlBr3 = 1/2:2.2 g/La

Viscosity [C2C1Im]Cl:AlCl3 = 1/2: 14 mPa sc 40–800 mPa sc [C4C1Im]dCl (super-cooled): 40.89 Pa sc

Thermal stability [C2C1Im][OAc]: ca. 120 �Ce 230–300 �Ce [C2C1Im][Tf2N]f: 300 �Ce

Surface tension [C12C1Im]g[PF6]: 23.6 mN/m 30–50 mN/m [C1C1Im]g[MeSO4]: 59.8 mN/m

Heat capacity [C4C1Im][MeSO4]: 247 J/mol K 300–400 J/mol K [C8C1Im]g[Tf2N]: 654 J/mol K

Water miscibility [Tf2N]-, [P(C2F5)3F3]- Many ILs do mix with water but can

be extracted from water

[RSO3]-, [RSO4]-, [R2PO4]-

Hydrolytic stability [BF4]-, [PF6]- Also heterocyclic cations can

hydrolyze under extreme conditions

[Tf2N]-, [TfO]-, [CH3SO3]-

Prizeh [HNR3][HSO4]: ca. 3 €/kg 25–250 €/kg [C4dmIm]i[Tf2N]: ca. 1.000 €/kg

a [C2C1Im] = 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
b [C6C1Pyr] = 1-hexyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium
c At room-temperature
d [C4C1Im] = 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
e Long-term stability
f [Tf2N] = [(CF3SO2)2N]
g [CnC1Im] = 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium
h Estimation made for a production scale of 1.000 kg and for a purity [98 %
i [C4dmIm] = 1-butyl-2,3 dimetylimidazolium]
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properties or their unique combinations of polarity/nucle-

ophilicity. Since these pioneering times, two important

concepts of using ILs in catalysis have been developed:

Liquid-ionic liquid biphasic catalysis and ionic liquid thin

film catalysis.

Among the applications of ILs in liquid-ionic liquid

biphasic catalysis, there are examples that use ILs which

themselves represent the catalytically active part of the

reaction system, such as e.g. in using acidic chloroalumi-

nate melts in Friedel–Crafts reactions or refinery alkylation

[21]. Alternatively, the IL may represent the bulk solvent

for a transition metal catalyst forming a catalytically active

ionic catalyst solution. In both cases, the miscibility gap

between the ionic catalyst phase and the organic product

phase allows for easy product isolation and catalyst recy-

cling. However, one frequently encountered problem in

liquid-ionic liquid biphasic catalysis is mass transfer limi-

tation. This is due to the relatively high viscosity of the

ionic catalyst phase [22] and the fast chemical reactions

promoted by many ionic liquid catalyst systems. Slow mass

transfer of substrates into the viscous melt thus often limits

the overall reaction rate and reduces the ionic liquid utili-

zation in the reaction, i.e. a great part of a given ionic

liquid catalyst droplet is not in contact with the substrate

due to the slow mass transfer [6].

One very promising approach to overcome these limi-

tations is ionic liquid thin film catalysis. Providing the

catalytically active phase in the form of a thin film shortens

the diffusion pathways and thus the characteristic time of

diffusion. Among ionic liquid thin film technologies two

conceptually different cases can be distinguished:

• Supported Ionic Liquid Phase (SILP), which is charac-

terized by the fact that the supported thin IL film

contains a dissolved catalyst species thus representing

the case of supported homogeneous catalysis;

• Solid Catalyst with Ionic Liquid Layer (SCILL), which

is characterized by the fact that the solid support

surface, or a catalyst deposited thereon, is catalytically

active and the supported thin IL film does not contain

any active catalyst, thus representing the case of an IL-

modified heterogeneous catalysis.

Apart from these two borderline cases, there are also

mixed and transition situations. It is well possible, for

example, that under certain reaction conditions a SILP

catalyst may undergo thermal degradation to a system

containing supported, IL-stabilized catalyst nanoparticles.

It is furthermore well possible under certain reaction con-

ditions, that a SCILL catalyst transforms to a SILP-like

system by dissolution of the active species from the solid

surface into the IL film. In all these considerations it is

important to be aware of the fact that under catalytic

conditions the nature of the IL film is quite complex with

dissolved substrate, products and side-products being

present in addition to the catalyst.

In all named catalytic applications of ILs, interface

phenomena play a very important role: These may concern

the interface of an IL phase with an organic phase in the

case of liquid-ionic liquid biphasic catalysis. For IL thin

film catalysis, both the interface of the IL with solid sup-

port and with the second fluid phase (gas or liquid) is of

high relevance.

The aim of this review is to set conceptual aspects of

ionic liquid catalysis into context of recent advances in

ionic liquid surface science. Such link has become recently

possible by the great progress in studying IL interfaces by

traditional UHV surface science techniques. In particular

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has given access

to the surface orientation, surface composition, segregation

and reorganization phenomena at IL interfaces, giving new

insights to liquid interfaces in general, at an unprecedented

molecular level. Thus, our contribution aims to demon-

strate how this new insights will allow for a more efficient

development of ionic liquid catalyst systems for real world

applications in the future.

2 Liquid-Ionic Liquid Biphasic Catalysis

As mentioned above, liquid-ionic liquid biphasic catalysis

covers the two cases of (a) the IL being the active catalytic

liquid, and (b) the IL being a solvent for a dissolved

transition metal catalyst. A special case of (b) is that the IL

phase contains stabilized catalytic nanoparticles in form of

a stable suspension. These different cases will be high-

lighted in the following using characteristic and illustrative

examples.

2.1 Liquid-Ionic Liquid Biphasic Catalysis Using

Acidic Chloroaluminates

A number of key industrial processes in oil refining, pet-

rochemistry and chemistry are acid-catalyzed. The tradi-

tional use of cheap and strong acids, such as AlCl3 or

sulfuric acid, involves typical work-up protocols that lead

to complete catalyst hydrolysis for product isolation. As a

result, large quantities of corrosive waste water are formed

which have to be treated in sophisticated down-stream

processes due to their organic product residues. Moreover,

all catalytic activity is lost during catalyst hydrolysis.

For these applications, acidic ILs offer unique advan-

tages as they represent liquids of high acidity that can be

tuned in their solubility, miscibility and acid strength [5,

21, 23]. The best investigated and most established repre-

sentatives are chloroaluminate ILs that are formed by

mixing a molar excess of AlCl3 with an organic chloride
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salt. Chloroaluminate melts are extremely hygroscopic in

nature and more or less contaminated with water in almost

all practically relevant applications [24]. Accordingly,

acidic chloroaluminate ILs contain at least traces of oxy/

hydroxychloroaluminate species and molecular HCl. It has

been found already in the late 1980’s that Brønsted

superacidity results if gaseous HCl is added to acidic

chloroaluminate melts and quantitative studies of the

acidity of HCl in [C2C1Im]Cl/AlCl3 as a function of HCl

pressure and IL composition (51.0–66.4 mol% AlCl3) have

been published [25]. It is noteworthy that acidic chloroa-

luminates change their nature under vacuum conditions,

since HCl and AlCl3 may evaporate/sublime from the IL

thus changing composition and acidity of the melt.

Among the key applications of liquid-ionic liquid

biphasic catalysis with acidic chloroaluminate ILs are

Friedel–Crafts alkylation [26–29], Friedel–Crafts acylation

[30–32] and carbonylation reactions [33–35]. Other

important acid catalyzed reactions that have been suc-

cessfully carried out in form of liquid-ionic liquid biphasic

catalysis include oligomerization [36], cracking [37, 38]

and refinery alkylation reactions [39–41]. The latter rep-

resent the transformation of short-chain olefins (C3–C5)

with isobutane to produce high octane fuels. This process is

of particular importance as PetroChina has introduced a

commercial alkylation process based on a composite cat-

alyst system consisting of an acidic chloroaluminate IL and

copper chloride. The addition of copper chloride led to

higher selectivities to octanes and to a higher tri-

methylpentanes/dimethylhexanes ratio [42, 43]. In 2006,

this process replaced an existing 65,000 t a-1 sulfuric acid

alkylation plant in China [44] and is said to actually pro-

duce 100,000 t a-1 of alkylates using an ammonium salt-

based catalyst system [45].

2.2 Liquid-Ionic Liquid Biphasic Transition Metal

Catalysis

Apart from acidic catalysis, ILs have been intensively

tested in the last two decades for the immobilization of

homogenously dissolved transition metal catalysts. Suc-

cessful catalyst immobilization techniques are essential for

industrial homogeneous catalysis to solve the problem of

catalyst/product separation and to recover and recycle the

often very expensive, dissolved transition metal com-

plexes. In multiphasic homogeneous transition metal

catalysis, the polar catalyst phase must exhibit the fol-

lowing properties:

• sufficient solubility for the reactants and rapid mass

transfer of the starting material into the catalyst phase;

• pronounced miscibility gap with the desired product

and by-products;

• excellent solvation of the catalyst to ensure full catalyst

immobilization and no leaching;

• no deactivation of the immobilized catalyst by the

catalyst solvent.

Ionic liquids with their tunable solvation, polarity and

nucleophilicity properties [46] are ideally suited to fulfill

this complex set of requirements. Moreover, the liquid-

ionic liquid biphasic reaction mode does not only allow to

recycle the applied transition metal catalyst but also the

comparatively expensive ionic liquid itself. Thus—for a

commercial application—the IL may be seen in an ideal

case as a one-time investment or at least as a ‘‘working

solution’’ where only a small amount has to be replaced

after a certain time of application.

A very important aspect in liquid-ionic liquid biphasic

catalysis with transition metal catalysts is the applied

ligand attached to the active metal in solution. To avoid

catalyst leaching, the ligand has either to be highly polar or

ionic. In order to deal with this issue much research has

been devoted to synthesize ion-tagged versions of well-

established ligand structures to maintain the well-known

electronic and steric effect of a given ligand in a biphasic

reaction system [47–49]. Figure 2 gives some examples for

ionic or ion-tagged ligands (all with the [PF6]- counter ion)

that have been successfully used for hydrogenation, oxi-

dation and hydroformylation reactions [50].

Transition metal catalysis in liquid-ionic liquid biphasic

systems has been successfully performed in all areas that

can be regarded as the classical domains of homogeneous

catalysis, namely catalytic reactions at mild temperature

conditions in which complex selectivity issues matter.

Thus, over the last decade, hundreds of successful
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Fig. 2 Examples for ionic or ion-tagged ligands as successfully used

to immobilize transition metal complexes in liquid-ionic liquid

biphasic reaction systems
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examples of biphasic hydrogenation, oxidation, hydrofor-

mylation, dimerization, telomerization and oligomerization

reactions have been published as well as numerous Pd-

catalyzed coupling reactions. The reader interested in a

complete picture of these huge research activities is

referred to a large set of excellent reviews, for examples by

Wu et al. [51], Geldbach [52], Parvulescu and Hardacre

[53], Haumann and Riisager [54], Wasserscheid and Schulz

[50], Olivier-Bourbigou et al. [55] as well as by Jutz et al.

[56].

ILs are also very interesting media for preparing and

stabilizing catalytic nanoparticles [57–59]. In most cases,

the stabilization mechanism includes formation of protec-

tive layers of supramolecular structures through loosely

bound anions or N-heterocyclic carbenes. However, the

surface-bound protective species are easily displaced by

other substances in the media. This hemilabile character of

the protection layer explains both the catalytic activity and

the relatively low stability of IL-stabilized nanoparticles

against aggregation/agglomeration. More stable nanopar-

ticle-based catalytic systems can be obtained in ILs by the

addition of ligands or polymeric stabilizers. Transition-

metal nanoparticles dispersed in ILs have been described as

active catalysts for various reactions such as the hydroge-

nation of alkenes, arenes and ketones [60]. Further exam-

ples are given in dedicated reviews by Gu [78] and Dupont

[57]. In most reported cases, the reactions have been car-

ried out as liquid-ionic liquid biphasic systems with the

nanoparticles dispersed in the IL forming the catalyst phase

while the starting material and the product form the upper

organic phase. As in the case of homogeneous IL catalysis,

the IL-nanoparticle phase is easily recovered by simple

decantation.

3 Supported Ionic Liquid Phase (SILP) Catalysis

One significant problem in all attempts to transfer liquid-

ionic liquid biphasic catalysis to industrial application is

the use of bulk quantities of ionic liquids and the ‘‘technical

risk’’ related to this. This risk stems from the fact that ILs

are—regardless of their good commercial availability

nowadays—typically by a factor of 10–50 more expensive

than the organic solvents they often aim to substitute. This

draws a lot of attention to the aspects of IL lifetime, IL

stability and last but not least to the IL cost per kilogram

(which usually is a strong function of the IL quality).

Moreover, there are practical questions related to the

handling of liquid salts in large quantities, such as the

compatibility with plant materials, sealings in pumps or the

disposing of spent IL. Corrosion, swelling, or embrittle-

ment are other relevant effects in this context. In the last

ten years, attempts to minimize the risk of applying ILs in

practical applications led straightaway to IL thin film

technologies. Using ILs as thin films greatly reduces all IL

specific investment and many potential problems that scale

with the quantity of IL. However, the successful applica-

tion of IL thin film technologies requires a much better

understanding of IL-surface and IL-interface phenomena,

as these latter two dominate the IL behavior more and more

as the IL film gets thinner and thinner.

SILP catalysis was developed to exploit these obvious

advantages of IL thin film technologies for the field of

catalysis. A SILP catalyst comprises a thin film of ionic

catalyst solution immobilized on a highly porous support

material. The outstanding advantage of SILP systems

compared to a classical biphasic system is—besides the

very thin film of IL—the high specific IL-fluid interfacial

area. A SILP material provides the whole IL volume close

to the fluid–fluid phase boundary, that is, within the dif-

fusion layer. Thus, mass transfer influence can be excluded

as long as there is no other liquid (e.g. product condensate)

in the pores of the support. The absence of mass transfer

limitation leads to an extremely efficient use of the ionic

liquid catalyst volume and, therefore, to a higher catalytic

productivity with respect to the applied amount of IL and

catalytic metal. Besides, the SILP concept combines in a

very attractive manner the advantages of classical homo-

geneous catalysis (high activity under mild condition and

high, ligand-modified selectivity) and heterogeneous

catalysis (simple product separation, catalyst recycling and

continuous processing). Typically, the IL is held on the

porous support by capillary forces, electrostatic interac-

tions and hydrogen-bond interactions (e.g. between the IL

ions and the surface –OH groups of the support). SILP

catalysts are highly suitable for continuous gas-phase

processes in fixed-bed reactors due to the very low vola-

tility of typical ionic catalyst solutions. Operating in the

slurry-phase reaction mode, in contrast, is only reasonable

if the cross solubility of the supported IL with the reactant/

product/solvent phase is extremely low.

SILP catalysis was introduced by Mehnert in 2002 for

slurry phase hydroformylation and hydrogenation reactions

[61, 62]. Shortly later, Riisager et al. published the first

successful example of continuous gas-phase SILP catalysis

[63]. During the last years, many technically relevant

examples of SILP catalysis have been published, including

examples of hydroformylation [64, 65], hydrogenation [66,

67], enantioselective hydrogenation [68, 69], water gas

shift reaction [70, 71], alkene metathesis [72, 73], hydro-

amination [74] and carbonylation of methanol [75]. Addi-

tional valuable information about SILP catalysis has been

collected in reviews by Riisager et al. [76, 77], Gu and Li

[78], van Doorslaer et al. [79], and Virtanen et al. [80]. The

whole field has recently been summarized in an excellent

book by Fehrmann et al. [81].
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The IL film distribution in SILP catalysts was studied

with solid-state NMR [82]. In these studies, no homoge-

neous IL film but island formation was proposed for IL

loadings\10 vol% (referred to the total pore volume of the

porous support). Lemus characterized SILP materials that

were prepared with different supports [83]. Pore size dis-

tributions with varying amounts of [C8C1Im][PF6] on

activated carbon were measured and analyzed with a

combination of adsorption–desorption isotherms of N2 at

77 K and mercury porosimetry. Lemus suggested hierar-

chically pore filling, firstly the micropores, followed by the

mesopores and finally the macropores. Lercher et al.

reported on the complete coverage of the porous silica

surface with IL analyzed with IR absorption spectroscopy

[84]. Jess investigated [C4C1Im] octylsulfate loadings on

porous solid catalyst Ni/SiO2 [85]. N2-adsorption mea-

surements indicated that the surface area decreases with

increasing IL pore filling degree. The micro- and mesop-

ores were partially or completely filled for a pore filling

degree of 20 vol%. These authors concluded and calculated

that a monolayer with a thickness of 0.5 nm was formed at

an IL pore filling degree of around 10 vol%. The micro-

and mesopores were successively blocked with increasing

IL loadings.

SILP catalysis has not only been successfully applied for

the immobilization of homogeneously dissolved transition

metal complexes but also in acidic catalysis. Already in

2000, the first example of an immobilized acidic chloroa-

luminate on a support has been reported by Hölderich for

the alkylation of different aromatics (benzene, toluene,

naphthalene and phenol) [86]. The acidic IL [C4C1Im]Cl/

AlCl3 was added to dried and calcined supports (SiO2,

Al2O3, TiO2 or ZrO2) and the excess of IL was extracted

with DCM in a Soxhlet extraction system. Formation of

HCl was observed during immobilization, indicating

reaction of the chloroaluminate IL with the metal–OH

groups of the support. Only the silica-based supports were

active in the alkylation reaction. In 2002, the group of

Hölderich published different covalent immobilization

methods of acidic ionic liquids on porous supports [87].

Systems with both, covalently bound anions or cations to

silica have been reported.

Joni et al. developed a well-defined and optimized pre-

treatment of silica support materials prior to impregnation

with an acidic chloroaluminate IL [88]. A solution of

n([C2C1Im]Cl)/n(AlCl3) = 1/2 and DCM was contacted

with the calcined silica. After this chemical pretreatment

step, surface –OH groups of the silica support were com-

pletely removed as the anion was covalently bound to the

basic surface sites of the silica support. The pretreated

supports themselves showed no catalytic activity in the

investigated diisopropylbenzene isomerization reaction.

The so surface-modified support was shown to give

reproducible results after a further immobilization of a

defined amount of acidic chloroaluminate IL. Pictures of

this acidic SILP catalyst and the Lewis acidic IL n([C2

C1Im]Cl)/n(AlCl3) = 1/2 are shown in Fig. 3.

In contrast to the work reported by Hölderich, this

additional IL film remains free flowing on the support

surface while being fixed to the support mainly by capillary

forces and electrostatic interactions. These SILP catalysts

were successfully tested in the slurry-phase Friedel–Crafts

alkylation of cumene and in the continuous gas-phase

isopropylation of cumene and toluene. The catalysts

operated with constant high selectivity and unchanged

catalytic activity for 210 h time-on-stream [88, 89].

4 Solid Catalyst with Ionic Liquid Layer (SCILL)

The main purpose of a Solid Catalyst with Ionic Liquid

Layer (SCILL) systems is not to immobilize an IL, but to

modify the catalytic reactivity of a solid surface. For this

purpose, the internal surface of a classical heterogeneous

catalyst is coated with a thin IL film. A schematic picture

of a SCILL catalyst is shown in Fig. 4.

The following effects on the activity and selectivity of

the solid catalyst have been observed through such IL

coating:

• The IL coating may change the effective concentration

of reactant(s), intermediate(s) and products at the solid

catalytic site compared to the uncoated solid catalyst,

according to the solubility of the gaseous reactants in

the IL and related mass transfer processes [90];

• The IL may interact with the solid catalytic sites and

thereby modify its adsorption and reaction properties

[91, 92]; this includes the possibility that the IL may

poison specific catalytic sites of the catalytic material

thus suppressing unwanted side reactions [93]. Details

will be given in Sect. 5.

Jess and coworkers introduced the SCILL concept using

a consecutive reaction as model transformation, the

hydrogenation of cyclooctadiene to cyclooctene and

cyclooctane [90, 94]. A commercial Ni/SiO2 catalyst was

coated with the IL [C4C1Im][C8H17SO4]]. The effect of the

IL coating on the selectivity for the intermediate cyclooc-

tene was very pronounced. One explanation for the much

higher yield (70 %) of this intermediate when applying the

SCILL catalyst as compared to the uncoated Ni/SiO2 cat-

alyst (40 %) is the lower solubility of the intermediate

product which decreases the reaction rate for the consec-

utive hydrogenation. However, the influence of the IL layer

on the effective concentrations of cyclooctadiene and

cyclooctene alone could not explain the total change in

selectivity. This hints to the fact, that the IL acts as a
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competing adsorbent and inhibits the (re)adsorption of

cyclooctene on Ni sites. The IL coating also led to a decline

in activity. Although, the SCILL catalyst was used in liquid

phase catalysis, no leaching of the IL into the organic phase

was detectable. The Jess group extended their SCILL

research to further selective liquid and gas-phase hydro-

genations [85]. For consecutive hydrogenation including

reaction intermediates with lower solubility in the IL than

the starting material (octene vs. octyne, hydrocinnamal-

dehyde vs. cinnamaldehyde, tetraline vs. naphthaline), the

maximum yield of the intermediate increased by the IL

coating compared to the uncoated catalyst.

The group of Claus investigated SCILL catalysts in the

regioselective hydrogenation of citral [91, 95]. Supported

Pd catalysts were coated with [N(CN)2]-, [Tf2N]-, and

[PF6]--based ILs. The modification of the applied Pd cat-

alyst on silica by IL coating led to very high selectivities

for citronellal, because consecutive and side reactions were

inhibited effectively. The best results were achieved with

[N(CN)2]--based ILs (90 % selectivity to citronellal at

80 % conversion). The lower hydrogen solubility in ILs

compared to organic solvents [96] did not influence the

observed reaction rates in a negative manner. Further

studies were conducted to investigate the interaction of the

applied IL with the active Pd catalyst. Such investigations

form the basis for a better molecular understanding of

promoting effects in the citral hydrogenation [91] and other

applications of SCILL catalysis. The coating of Pd/SiO2

with ILs was shown to lower the hydrogen uptake and

heats of adsorption remarkably. The reduction of H2 uptake

was much higher for [N(CN)2]--based ILs compared to

[Tf2N]--based ILs. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) measurements revealed that ILs deposited on Pd/

SiO2 modify the chemical state of surface Pd which is

partially transformed to Pd2? and undergoes complexation

with the [N(CN)2]-. The IL anion acts as ligand to the

metal. This finding was also underlined by IR spectros-

copy. Surface science studies related to these topics are

highlighted in Sect. 5. Selective citral hydrogenation with

Pd-based SCILL catalysts using the IL [C4C1Im][N(CN)2]

was also applied continuously in a trickle-bed reactor [97].

Silica-supported Pt catalysts with a thin film of 1-butyl-

2,3-dimethylimidazolium trifluoromethane-sulfonate ([C4-

dmIm][TfO]) were investigated by the Lercher group with

focus on the interactions between IL, support and Pt par-

ticles [84]. Interaction of silica and IL occurs via hydrogen

bonds. Pt clusters modify the electron density of the IL,

which changes its polarity within certain levels. The IL

protects the Pt cluster from oxidation as the Pt particles in

IL-coated systems are in zero oxidation state. SCILL-cat-

alyzed ethene hydrogenation showed that the interaction of

the IL and the Pt surface is weaker than the interaction of

ethylene and the Pt surface.

Since the first reports on SILP and SCILL catalysis, the

industrial interest in these two technologies has been very

high. Both technologies aim to realize beneficial IL fea-

tures in catalysis with the smallest possible amount of IL

and thus in a most efficient manner. This greatly reduces

the IL-specific investment and all potential IL-related risk

that scale with the applied quantity of IL. Moreover, the

immobilization of the IL on a solid support limits the IL-

related risk to a small section of the overall plant. To

Fig. 3 Lewis acidic IL

n([C2C1Im]Cl)/n(AlCl3) = 1/2

(left), acidic SILP catalyst

n([C2C1Im]Cl)/n(AlCl3) = 1/2,

immobilized on pretreated silica

according to Joni [88] (right)

Fig. 4 SCILL catalyst materials—schematic view on a classical

heterogeneous catalyst coated with a thin layer of ionic liquid
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summarize SILP and SCILL catalysis, a comparison of

characteristic features of these two ionic liquid thin film

technologies is given in Table 2. The table is intended to

highlight important differences and some similarities. Note

that examples can also be found in literature that combine

the idea of SILP and SCILL catalysis, e.g. by using sol-

vent-born particles stabilized by a supported IL film [98].

5 Molecular Insights into IL/Gas and IL/Support

Interfaces

In both the SILP and the SCILL concept, the importance of

the interface of the IL with its environment (solid, liquid or

gaseous) has been recognized, and consequently the sur-

face and interface properties of ILs as well as related

processes have received strongly increasing attention

recently [99–108]. In particular, a detailed molecular level

understanding nowadays is considered as indispensable for

predicting macroscopic surface and interface properties.

Due to the unbalanced forces resulting from the non-iso-

tropic environment, the composition of the near-interface

region and the arrangement of cations and anions at the

interface can be very different to that in the bulk. Surface

termination, orientation of the outermost species (or end

groups of larger anions or cations), segregation effects,

surface contaminations, etc. are only some of the most

relevant aspects to be addressed at the IL/vacuum (IL/gas)

interface. The same holds true for the IL/solid interface,

where specific support -IL interactions come into play.

From these considerations, it is evident that investigations

of the surface and interface properties of ILs, at an atomic

level accuracy, are of the same pivotal importance as for

the solid/gas interface of classical heterogeneous catalysts.

IL surface properties have been investigated by

numerous surface-sensitive spectroscopic techniques and

scattering methods. Initially, these studies were mainly

restricted to methods that can be applied under ambient

conditions, such as sum-frequency generation (SFG) [100,

109–116], X-ray reflectivity and neutron reflectometry

[112, 117–121], grazing incidence X-ray diffraction [122],

atomic force microscopy (AFM) [104, 123–134] and sur-

face force balance (SFB) [135–137]. In 2005, it was real-

ized that the surface properties of ILs can also be

investigated using the well-developed techniques of

‘‘classical’’ surface science. While these techniques typi-

cally are restricted to the investigation of solid substrates

under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions, the low IL

vapour pressure (typically \10-9 mbar for aprotic ILs at

room temperature) enables the investigations of these liq-

uids under UHV. In the meantime, this new field of ‘‘Ionic

Liquid Surface Science’’ is one important subdiscipline in

ongoing IL research [102]. Many established UHV-based

surface science techniques have successfully contributed to

an increasingly detailed understanding not only of the IL/

vacuum interface, but also of IL bulk properties. The

applied methods include X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) [106, 107, 138–164], UV photoelectron spectros-

copy [138, 139, 165, 166], inverse photoelectron spec-

troscopy (IPES) [165, 166], X-ray absorption spectroscopy

(NEXAFS) [165], soft X-ray emission spectroscopy

(SXES) [166], low energy ion scattering (LEIS) [141],

metastable ion spectroscopy (MIES) [138, 139], time-of-

flight secondary mass spectroscopy (TOF–SIMS) [140],

Rutherford backscattering [167–171], high resolution

electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) [138],

reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) [172–

175], direct recoil spectroscopy (DRS) [176], and scanning

tunneling microscopy [177–181], to name only a few. In

addition, an increasing number of theoretical studies and

simulations have been conducted [101, 182–190]. The easy

access to the liquid–vapour interface of ILs under UHV

Table 2 Comparison of catalysis with SILP and SCILL systems

SILP SCILL

Catalyst nature Homogeneous metal catalyst dissolved in

an ionic liquid and immobilized on

porous support

Heterogeneous catalyst coated

with ionic liquid

Purpose Immobilization of homogeneous catalyst Modification of heterogeneous catalyst,

activity and/or selectivity improvement

Reactant/product solubility Optimal: high for reactants, low for products Optimal: high for reactants, low for products

Ionic liquid loading Low for high specific surface area, but enough for

homogeneous dissolution of metal (complex)

Low for high specific surface area but

enough to cover active sites

Ionic liquid–support interaction Good wettability required Good wettability required

Metal and metal complex solubility As high as possible As low as possible

Ionic liquid–metal interaction Desired to stabilize catalyst in solution Desired to enhance activity and / or selectivity

Maximum reaction temperature Limited by stability of metal (complexes)

and ligand

Limited by ionic liquid stability
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conditions has also opened a new era for the spectroscopic

investigation of liquid surfaces in general [102].

Herein, we concentrate on results, which were obtained

by XPS. XPS allows for the quantitative analysis of the

chemical composition of the surface-near region, and is

thus also denoted as electron spectroscopy for chemical

analysis (ESCA). The sensitivity of the core-level binding

energy of a particular atom to its chemical environment

and oxidation state is reflected in the so-called ‘‘chemical

shift’’. Since the first XPS studies of ILs about 10 years

ago, numerous neat or functionalised ILs and IL solutions

were examined, and it was demonstrated that XPS is a most

powerful method to investigate the IL/vacuum interface

[107, 108, 138–164]. In particular by angle resolved XPS

(ARXPS), the near-surface region can be quantitatively

analysed with high accuracy [106–108, 145, 175, 191]. The

obtained information ranges from the surface chemical

composition of the IL, molecular orientation of cations and

anions at the IL/vacuum interface, surface enrichment

effects and surface contaminants to the IL bulk composi-

tion and the chemical state of dissolved catalyst ions (e.g.,

dissolved metal complexes). In 2008, it was realized that

ultrathin IL films with thicknesses ranging from the sub-

monolayer range to some ten monolayers can be prepared

by physical vapour deposition (PVD) using simple Knud-

sen cells [150, 151, 192]. While this approach is restricted

to ILs, which can be evaporated as intact ion pairs, it was

shown very recently that less stable ILs, which decompose

upon heating, can be deposited intact using electrospray

ionization deposition (ESID) [164]. PVD and ESID prep-

aration methods enable the application of UHV-based

analysis techniques now also for studying the IL/support

interface under well-defined conditions, which is of highest

relevance of SCILL applications. The first studies by AR-

XPS demonstrated that the adsorption and wetting behav-

iour strongly depend on the particular combination of IL

and support, with a strong influence of contaminations

[150, 156, 192]. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that

XPS can be also used to study reactions in ILs or at IL-

substrate or IL-electrode interfaces in situ, as a function of

time or temperature [148, 161, 162, 173, 193–200].

To illustrate the state of the art of ionic liquid surface

science, some specific aspects, which are relevant for SILP

and SCILL catalysis will be addressed in the following.

When studying IL/gas or IL/vacuum interfaces, typically

macroscopic films of ultra clean ILs or IL solutions with

thicknesses of about 0.1–0.5 mm were prepared ex situ on a

planar Au foil (20 9 15 9 0.1 mm3) and then introduced

into the UHV system via a loadlock. The ARXPS measure-

ments were performed using Al-Ka radiation (1486.6 eV).

In ARXPS, the surface sensitivity varies with electron

emission angle [107, 143]: Measurements at normal emis-

sion, i.e. at 0 = 0� relative to the surface normal, probe the

near-surface region with an information depth, ID: 7–9 nm

(depending on the kinetic energy); measurements at grazing

emission, i.e. at 0 = 80�, probe the topmost surface layers,

with an ID: 1–1.5 nm; the ID is defined as 3 times the

inelastic mean free path length of the electron in a material at

a given kinetic energy, with 95 % of the measured signal

originating from this depth range. The high surface sensi-

tivity at 80� allows deriving information on the surface

composition and on the arrangement of the molecules in the

topmost layer. For a homogenous distribution of one element

in an investigated sample, identical intensities of the corre-

sponding core levels are expected at all emission angles

[107]. An increased signal at 80� (that is, in the surface

sensitive geometry), indicates an enrichment of this element

in the topmost layers as compared to the bulk; correspond-

ingly, a decreased signal at 80� indicates a depletion of this

element in the topmost layers. Deviations of the surface

composition from that in the bulk can be due to a pronounced

preferential orientation of cations or anions in the IL, due to

surface enrichment or depletion of one component in a

mixture or a solution of ILs, but also due to the surface

enrichment of contaminations [142, 147].

In the following exemplary results concerning the IL/

vacuum or IL/gas interface, the solubility and surface

enrichment of dissolved metal complexes, the IL/support

interface and the in situ monitoring of chemical reactions

in ILs are summarized.

5.1 IL Surface Composition, Orientation

and Enrichment

5.1.1 Surface Orientation

Depending on the nature of the IL, pronounced orientation

effects are observed at the IL/vacuum interface. An instructive

example is 1-methyl-3-octylimidazolium 4-chlorobutyl-

sufonate ([C8C1Im][ClC4H8SO3]) [107, 148]: In Fig. 5, the

relevant XP spectra of a *100 lm thick film are shown for

emission angles of 0� (black) and 80� (green), that is, for

the bulk- and surface-sensitive geometries, respectively.

For the anion, the spin–orbit split Cl 2p1/2 and 2p3/2

levels strongly increase when changing from 0� to 80�,

which indicates an enrichment of the chlorine at the outer

surface. On the other hand, the O 1s and also the S 2p

peaks (not shown) decrease when changing from 0� to 80�,

which indicates the depletion of these atoms from the outer

surface. This behaviour results from a pronounced prefer-

ential orientation of the anion, such that the chlorobutyl

chain points towards the vacuum side and the sulfonate

group towards the bulk. For the cation, the imidazolium

N 1s signal is significantly smaller at 80�, whereas the C 1s

signal of the octyl chain at 285.1 eV is enhanced, as

compared to 0�. These changes result from a preferential
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orientation of the [C8C1Im]? cations at the outer surface,

with the octyl chains pointing towards the vacuum, and the

imidazolium ring positioned underneath. The charged

head-groups of cation and anion are located at about the

same distance below the outer surface, which is deduced

from the comparable decrease of the N 1s and O 1s signals

at 80� as compared to 0�. The deduced arrangement of the

IL at the outer surface is schematically shown at the bottom

of Fig. 5 [107, 148].

5.1.2 Surface Composition and Enrichment Effects

To systematically study surface enrichment effects, seven

ILs with alkyl chains of different length [CnC1Im][Tf2N],

with n = 2 to 16, were studied by ARXPS [107, 143, 152].

To analyse the enrichment of the alkyl chain, the intensity

ratio of the C 1s signals of the alkyl chain and of the cation

headgroup, IC1s(Calkyl)/IC1s(Chetero), for different chain

lengths, n, is plotted in Fig. 6a, as function of molecular

volume. The measurements were performed at 80�, i.e., in

the surface sensitive geometry; the dashed line corresponds

to the nominal composition. For short chain lengths, the

measured ratios (square symbols) coincide with the dashed

line, indicating an isotropic arrangement at the outer sur-

face. However, for larger chains lengths, the observed

ratios are significantly above the dashed line. This behav-

iour reflects an enrichment of the alkyl chains at the outer
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Fig. 5 AR-XPS of [C8C1Im][ClC4H8SO3] at 0� (black) and 80�
(green). The schematic illustration indicates the orientation of cation

and anion in the outermost surface layer; colour-code: Cl (green), N

(blue), S (yellow), O (red), C (grey) and H (white). Reproduced from

Ref. [107] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies

Fig. 6 Calkyl/Chetero intensity ratio, measured at 80� as a function of

IL molecular volume Vm: a seven ILs with the same anion, but cations

with alkyl chains of different length, [CnC1Im][Tf2N], with n = 2 to

16; b ten ILs with the same cation [C8C1Im]? but different anions.

The schematic illustration at the bottom shows the different degree of

packing (enrichment) of the alkyl chain for the small [Cl]- anions

(left) as compared to the larger [Tf2N]- anion (right). Reproduced

from Ref. [107] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies
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surface, which increases with increasing chain length.

From the analysis of the other IL core levels, it was

deduced that anions and cationic head groups are located

approximately at the same distance from the outer surface,

with the anion slightly above the imidazolium ring. In line

with other related studies and corresponding calculations it

was concluded that the alkyl chains in the topmost surface

layer point towards the vacuum, similar as known for long-

chain self-assembled mono-layers [145, 183, 186, 201].

Furthermore, the surface composition derived from XPS

was found to correlate very well to conclusions from

macroscopic surface tension measurements; the latter show

an initial decrease of the surface tension with alkyl chain

length to a constant value starting at n = 8, i.e., for a chain

length, where the outer surface is already completely

composed of alkyl groups [202].

5.1.3 Influence of the Anion on Surface Enrichment

The effect of the anion on the surface enrichment was studied

for ten ILs with the same cation [C8C1Im]? but different

anions; the anions were chosen to cover different sizes, shapes

(from spherical to elongated), basicities and coordination

abilities (from strongly coordinating halides to weakly coor-

dinating anions with perfluoroalkyl groups) [107, 143, 146].

They included Cl-, Br-, F-, [NO3]-, [BF4]-, [PF6]-, [TfO]-,

[Tf2N]-, [(C2F5SO2)2N]- ([Pf2N]-) and [PF3(C2F5)3]-

([FAP]-). In order to compare the degree of surface enrich-

ment in the different ILs, the ratio IC1s(Calkyl)/IC1s(Chetero) for

ARXPS measurements at 80� is plotted in Fig. 6b as a func-

tion of molecular volume. The ratios for all ILs are signifi-

cantly larger than the nominal value (dashed line), with the

magnitude of the deviation decreasing with increasing

molecular volume. This behaviour indicates surface enrich-

ment of the alkyl chains for all studied ILs, with the degree of

enrichment being more pronounced for the smaller anions

Cl-, Br- and [NO3]-, and less prominent for the larger anions

[Pf2N]- and [FAP]-. The higher degree of enrichment for the

small anions is mainly attributed to their smaller size and

stronger interaction between the polar groups which leads to

the formation of a more densely packed and better oriented

surface layer [107, 143, 146].

5.1.4 Influence of Functional Units

To investigate the effect of functional units on surface

orientation and enrichment, a systematic ARXPS study was

performed [160]. It addressed a variety of functionalized

and also some non-functionalized ILs, including imidazo-

lium-based ILs methylated at the C(2) position, a phenyl-

functionalized IL, an alkoxysilane-functionalized IL, halo-

functionalized ILs, thioether-functionalized ILs, and

amine-functionalized ILs. Overall, the occurrence of

surface enrichment of functional groups/chains and also

non-functional alkyl chains was found to depend on the

interplay/competition of the interactions between the ionic

headgroups, dispersive interactions between the ionic

headgroups and the chains/functional units, and dispersive

interactions between the chains/functional units. The fol-

lowing general trends were deduced [160]:

• For weak interactions between the functional units/

chains and the headgroups, typically surface enrich-

ment of the functional groups/chains is observed when

the chain is sufficiently long (n [ 4); examples are

imidazolium-based ILs with non-functionalized, halo-

gen-functionalized, alkoxysilane-functionalized, thio-

ether-functionalized and amine-functionalized alkyl

chains. These effects are found for functional groups

attached to the cation and also the anion headgroups.

For short chains (n \ 4), i.e. chloro- or iodoethyl, no

such enrichment is found.

• In case of significant interactions between functional

groups and ionic headgroups, e.g. through hydrogen-

bonding for ether groups or quadrupol-interactions for

phenyl groups, surface enrichment of the functional

chains is suppressed, in contrast to the behaviour for

non-functional chains of the same length.

• In case of surface enrichment of the functional groups/

chains, the cationic and anionic headgroups typically

form a polar layer underneath, at the same or a very

similar distance to the outer surface.

• For ILs with functionalized/non-functionalized chains

both at the anion and the cation (e.g. [C12C1Im]

[FC4H8SO3]), a surface arrangement is observed with

both chains pointing towards the vacuum; if the chains

have different lengths, the end-group (e.g., the F atom)

of the shorter chain is not at the outer surface.

• Dispersive interactions between the functional groups/

chains both at anions and cations contribute to an

enhanced surface enrichment. Thus double-functional-

ized ILs with short functionalized chains at the anion

and the cation, e.g. [(HOC2H4)2Me2N][H2NC2H4SO3],

show an enrichment of both functional groups.

• Independent of the occurrence of surface enrichment of

the cation, for all studies with [Tf2N]- anions, the latter

show a preferential surface orientation in cis-confor-

mation, with its CF3 groups pointing towards the

vacuum and its SO2 groups pointing towards the bulk.

5.2 Dissolution of Catalysts in ILs

In the SILP concept, where the catalyst is dissolved in a

supported IL layer, reactants have to pass the surface, diffuse

to the active complex, react there, diffuse back to and pass

through the surface again. If the catalyst is preferentially
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enriched in the near surface region, the diffusion pathways

are reduced and the total process is more efficient. In one of

the first ARXPS studies, it was shown that the transition

metal salt [Pt(NH3)4]Cl2, with a nominal bulk concentration

below 0.1 mol % dissolved in [C2C1Im][EtOSO3] exhibited

a strongly enhanced concentration of the [Pt(NH3)4]2? cat-

ion in the surface layer whereas the Cl- counterion is sur-

face-depleted [203]. The obvious challenge concerning such

surface enrichment effects is to understand the physical and

chemical properties to an extent which allows for selective

tuning of the IL and/or the catalyst properties to achieve a

desired enrichment (or in other cases depletion) [161]. One

first successful idea in this context was the introduction of

surface active ligands: When adding Rh(acac)(CO)2 to a

saturated solution of the ligand tppts dissolved in [C2C1-

Im][EtOSO3], a maximum concentration of 5.1 mol % Rh in

the IL was achieved as compared to 0.19 mol % without the

tppts ligand [155]. This induced increase of the Rh concen-

tration was a strong indication for the in situ transformation

of the Rh-complex in the polar IL solution by the coordina-

tion of the tppts ligand. Furthermore, the nature of the applied

ligand was found to influence the preferred position of the

catalyst complex in either the bulk phase or at the surface.

The formed Rh-tppts complex proved to exhibit significant

surface activity in [C2C1Im][EtOSO3], as compared to an

analogous tppts-free system, where for the same Rh-pre-

cursor even Rh-depletion from the surface was found [155].

These data are in line with molecular dynamics studies by

Sieffert and Wipff who claimed significant interface (sur-

face) activity of Rh-tppts complexes in organic/ionic liquid

(vacuum/IL) multiphase systems [189].

5.3 IL/Solid Interfaces

For SCILL, the interaction of the IL with the supported

catalyst and also with the support itself is of highest rele-

vance. This interaction depends on the specific properties of

IL and surface; it determines, how cations and anions are

arranged at the interface and whether the IL will grow layer-

by-layer as two-dimensional film, or as three-dimensional

islands. This wetting or non-wetting behaviour, respectively,

at the liquid/solid interface is important not only for heter-

ogeneous catalysis but also for other applications, such as

e.g. electrode or membrane wetting in electrochemistry or

surface wetting in lubrication [99, 100, 204–206]. Investi-

gations of the IL/solid interface can be categorized in two

types: (1) Studies carried out at the IL/solid interface below a

macroscopically thick IL film, mostly by using methods that

do not rely on ultrahigh vacuum [110, 114–116, 118, 123,

128–132, 207–215]. For such films, the interface is not

accessible by XPS, due to damping of the interface signals by

the IL film. (2) For ILs that can be evaporated intact (that is as

neutral ion pairs [216]), the preparation of ultrathin IL films

by physical vapour deposition under well-controlled and

clean UHV conditions is possible [150, 156, 192]. A second

promising concept is electrospray ionization deposition

(ESID), which enables even the deposition of less stable ILs

onto solid surfaces [164]. Based on these new preparation

methods, the detailed characterization of the initial growth

stages, the arrangement of the ions at the IL/support inter-

face, the electronic interactions between IL and support, and

the thermal stability is possible nowadays [150, 163, 164,

173, 175, 179–181, 192, 200, 205, 215, 217]. In the follow-

ing, several examples will be discussed in order to demon-

strate, how sensitive the observed behaviour depends on the

specific combination of IL and substrate. Specifically, we

address [CnC1Im][Tf2N] layers (n = 1, 8) on Au(111) [192]

and Ni(111) [156]. We first discuss the behaviour of the IL in

the first layer, i.e., the initial stages of film formation.

Thereafter, the successive growth on top of this first wetting

layer is addressed.

On Au(111), a checkerboard-type arrangement was

deduced from ARXPS measurements for the first layer of

[C1C1Im][Tf2N] and also [C8C1Im][Tf2N] (from low cov-

erage on); in this layer, cation and anion are adsorbed next

to each other, both in direct contact to the surface [192];

see Fig. 7a for [C1C1Im][Tf2N]. For [C8C1Im][Tf2N], a

reorientation of the alkyl chain with increasing coverage is

found, such that the chain points away from the surface.

Fig. 7 Sketch of the growth of [C1C1Im][Tf2N] on different surfaces.

a On Au(111), cations and anions are adsorbed next to each other,

forming a checkerboard-type structure from low coverage up to

complete coverage of the surface; b on Ni(111), at low coverage,

cations are in contact with the substrate with anions on top, i.e. ion

pairs form a sandwich-type structure. c on Ni(111), at saturation of

the first layer, a checkerboard-type sandwich structure is formed, with

neighbouring sandwiches having an opposite orientation (i.e. either

cation or anion in contact with the surface). The driving force for the

change in structure with increasing coverage between b and c is

repulsive dipole interaction between the sandwiches with the same

orientation (see text). Note that in c twice the amount of IL is required

to completely cover the surface than in a
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This type of arrangement was also found by scanning

tunnelling microscopy and XPS for a similar IL, [C4C1-

Pyrr][Tf2N], on Au(111); in the STM images of the first

completed layer, even a high degree of long range order of

alternating cations and anions was observed at low tem-

perature (100–120 K), and the orientation of the C4 chains

towards the vacuum side was confirmed [217]. On Ni(111),

a very different behavior is observed for [C1C1Im][Tf2N]:

At submonolayer coverages (\0.4 monolayer), the IL

adsorbs in a bilayer (or sandwich)–type structure, with the

cation in direct contact to the surface and the anion above

it; see Fig. 7b. Starting at 0.55 monolayers, a transition to a

checkerboard-type ‘‘sandwich’’ structure is found, with

alternating orientations of neighboring sandwiches [156];

see Fig. 7c. This transformation is attributed to repulsive

dipole–dipole interactions of neighbouring ion pairs with

the same orientation. With increasing surface coverage,

these repulsive interactions increase due to the lower

intermolecular distances, and at a critical coverage, the

checkerboard-type ‘‘sandwich’’ structure becomes ener-

getically favourable, since in this arrangement the inter-

actions of oppositely oriented next-neighbour ion pairs are

attractive [156]. On Ni(111), the IL was found to desorb

intact upon heating to at temperatures as low as 400 K,

which indicates a rather weak interaction. In contrast,

partial IL decomposition is found upon heating on oxidised

Ni(111) [156].

Next, we address the further growth behaviour on top of

the first, so-called, wetting layer. The information on the

growth mode is obtained from the attenuation of the sub-

strate signal at emission angles of 0� and 80�, as a function

of the amount of deposited IL. The observed behaviour

strongly depends on the specific IL substrate combination:

While for [C8C1Im][Tf2N] on Au(111) [192], layer-by-

layer growth is observed up to *10 layers (for larger

thicknesses no conclusions can be derived from ARXPS),

for [C8C1Im]Cl on Au(111) [164], three-dimensional island

growth starts immediately after completion of the first

layer. Interestingly, the structure of the first wetting layer,

i.e. a checkerboard arrangement with the cationic imi-

dazolium ring and the anion adsorbed next to each other on

the substrate and the alkyl chain pointing toward vacuum,

was the same for both ILs [164]. This dramatic difference

in growth mode of the two ILs on the same substrate was

attributed to differences in the cation–anion interactions

and in the degree of order in the wetting layer of the two

ILs. Note that in this study IL deposition was carried out by

ESID, as [C8C1Im]Cl would decompose upon evaporation

[164]. The growth mode of [C1C1Im][Tf2N] on the

checkerboard-type sandwich structure on Ni(111) [156]

and also for [C2C1Im][Tf2N] on glass [150] occurs in three-

dimensional islands. Finally, ARXPS measurements of the

growth of [C1C1Im][Tf2N] on freshly air-cleaved mica

surfaces showed a pronounced dependence of the initial IL

adsorption behaviour on carbon precoverages: On clean

mica, 3D growth (complete dewetting) occurs, whereas on

a fully carbon-covered surface, initially a complete 2D

wetting layer forms, followed by 3D growth [163].

5.4 In Situ Reaction Monitoring

Traditionally, XPS was only used to study reactions

occurring on solid surfaces in situ. This was due to the high

vapour pressures of common liquids or solvents, which are

not compatible with the required UHV conditions. It was

only recently realized that the situation is very different,

when studying reactions in ILs, which have an inherently

low vapour pressure, and first studies have been performed

within the last years [148, 161, 162, 173, 193–200].

Compared to classical spectroscopy techniques used to

monitor chemical reactions, the advantage of XPS is that

through the analysis of their core levels all relevant ele-

ments can be quantified and their chemical state can be

analysed under well-defined (ultraclean) conditions.

One of the first examples of following chemical reactions

in situ in ILs was an organic liquid phase reaction, namely the

alkylation of an amine under solvent-free conditions [197].

This was achieved by tethering the reactive groups to the

cation of an ionic liquid A and the anion of a different ionic

liquid B. A macroscopically thick film of an equimolar

mixture of these two ILs was then heated to 100 �C and the

progress of the reaction over time was monitored by mea-

suring the intensity of the relevant core levels of the reactants

by XPS. From the quantitative analysis, it was possible to

identify the targeted reaction and also undesired side reac-

tions, along with their respective product yields.

Recently, this approach was taken one step further, by

following a Brønsted acid–base reaction of a gaseous

strong acid with the IL’s anion acting as a base [198]. This

study demonstrated the potential of XPS for studying

reaction and diffusion phenomena at the gas/liquid inter-

face; the applied model reaction represented a concep-

tionally simpler case than the first example, since it

excludes the occurrence of side reactions. The investigated

reaction between 1-methyl-3-octyl-imidazolium chloride

([C8C1Im]Cl) and triflic acid (TfOH) is schematically

sketched in Fig. 8. In the course of this acid–base reaction

reaction, a proton is transferred from TfOH to the chloride

ion of the IL; thereby HCl and a [TfO]- (triflate) anion are

formed [198].

To follow the reaction, the surface of a *100 lm thick

[C8C1Im]Cl film was exposed to gaseous TfOH at a partial

pressure of 1 9 10-6 mbar at room temperature; TfOH

was provided through a leak valve connected to a reservoir

with the liquid acid [198]. In Fig. 9, the F 1s, O 1s, S 2p, N

1s, C 1s and Cl 2p core level regions are depicted for
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different exposures to TfOH. Prior to the reaction (0 min

exposure), the N 1s, C 1s and Cl 2p signals of [C8C1Im]Cl

were observed with the expected intensities, and no signals

were found in the other regions studied. After exposure to

TfOH, new signals emerged in the F 1s, O 1s, C 1s and

S 2p regions, at binding energies of 688.5, 532.0, 292.6 and

169.7 eV, respectively. These are assigned to the newly

formed [TfO]- anion. Simultaneously, the Cl 2p signals of

the chloride ion decreased in intensity. The initial Cl 2p

intensity dropped down to *50 % after 80 min dosage,

and to *9 % after 170 min. At the same time, the [TfO]-

signals increased accordingly. This indicates that (within

the information depth of XPS) the Cl- anions [C8C1Im]Cl

have nearly completely reacted with TfOH to [C8C1-

Im][TfO] and volatile HCl. As no Cl 2p peaks due other Cl-

species, that is, covalently bound Cl or Cl2, are observed,

the proton transfer/anion exchange was identified as the

only process taking place under the applied conditions.

This is further confirmed by comparison to the spectrum of

a pure [C8C1Im][TfO] layer (grey spectra in Fig. 9).

Additional insight can be obtained from the detailed

analysis of the C 1s and N 1s core levels. The C 1s peaks

at 285.0 eV (Calkyl) and *286 eV (Chetero) as well as the

N 1s signals solely originate from the IL cation, which is

not involved in the acid–base reaction. Their decrease by

12–14 % in the course of the reaction directly reflects the

overall change of the IL density, due to the exchange of the

small Cl- anion by the considerably larger [TfO]- anion.

The presented results demonstrated nearly complete

conversion from [C8C1Im]Cl to [C8C1Im][TfO], at least

within the information depth of XPS (7–9 nm). It is

important to note, however, that due to mass transfer lim-

itations complete conversion was restricted to the near

surface region of the macroscopic IL film. While storage of

the reacted IL under UHV for 30 h did not change the XP

spectra, upon heating to 370 K for 1 h (to decrease vis-

cosity and increase ion mobility) distinct changes occurred:

The [TfO]- peaks decreased to 47 ± 8 % of their maxi-

mum intensities and, simultaneously, the Cl 2p doublet

reappeared. This recovery effect resulted from diffusion of

Cl- anions from the IL bulk region, where no reaction

occurred under the applied conditions, to the near-surface

region [198].

6 Conclusions

The aim of this review was to relate general aspects in IL-

based catalysis to molecular aspects as studied by modern

surface science techniques. For this purpose we first pre-

sented the most important classes of IL-based catalytic

reactions, namely acid-catalyzed and transition metal-cat-

alyzed reactions in both liquid-ionic liquid biphasic and

NN
C8H17

Cl-
F3C SO3H

NN
C8H17

F3C SO3
-

+ HCl

(TfOH)

[C8C1Im]Cl [C8C1Im][TfO]

Fig. 8 Reaction of [C8C1Im]Cl with volatile triflic acid TfOH to form a new IL, [C8C1Im][TfO] and HCl that evaporates under UHV conditions.

Reprinted with permission from Ref. [198]. Copyright 2013, Wiley
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Fig. 9 Core level spectra of different regions before (0 min), after

80 min and after 170 min total TfOH dosage time (pTfOH =

1 9 10-6 mbar). At the bottom of each series the spectra of pure

[C8C1Im][TfO] (grey) are shown for comparison. Gas dosage and

XPS recording were performed at room temperature under normal

emission conditions (information depth *7–9 nm). Reprinted with

permission from Ref. [198]. Copyright 2013, Wiley
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solid supported versions. The advantages and disadvan-

tages of these technologies have been highlighted with a

specific focus on practical aspects and technical application

potential. From these considerations it is obvious that

catalysis using thin IL films is particularly attractive as the

IL utilization is very efficient and many practical problems

of implementing new liquid materials into an industrial

environment can be circumvented.

However, leveraging the full potential of IL thin film

technologies requires a much better understanding of the IL

interaction with solid surfaces and of the IL interface with

liquids or gases. Due to the very low vapor pressure of ILs

these scientific questions can be addressed using classical

surface science methodologies, such as XPS. From these

studies of the last ten years a much more detailed picture of

the IL surface (as a function of IL structure), of segregation

phenomena and of specific IL-surface as well as IL-catalyst

interactions could be gained. This molecular insight proved

already highly useful for interpreting experimental results.

In the future these results may help to derive design prin-

ciples and to advise optimization strategies, in particular

for SILP and SCILL catalyst materials. Finally, it is correct

to state that ionic liquid surface science in very general has

greatly improved our knowledge about liquid surfaces and

interfaces. Thus, the specific nature of ionic liquids does

not only give access to new modes of catalysis but also to

new and fundamental insights concerning the nature of

liquids.
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